SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY

ANNUAL REPORT REGARDING OUTSIDE ACTIVITIES
FOR THE PERIOD JANUARY 1, 20__ TO DECEMBER 31, 20__

NAME: ___________________________ DEPARTMENT: ___________________________

RELATED OUTSIDE ACTIVITIES: (activities that involve the same kind of specialized skills and knowledge and are practiced in the employ of the University)

a. I have had no related outside activities during the reporting period.

______________________________  __________________________
signature                          date

b. I have had related outside activities during the reporting period. I have filled out page 2 of this report describing these activities

______________________________  __________________________
signature                          date

UNRELATED OUTSIDE ACTIVITIES: (activities that do not enhance the competence and effectiveness in University work)

I confirm that I have not engaged in outside work that either interferes with my commitment to full-time employment at SFU or uses University resources.

______________________________  __________________________
signature                          date
I HAVE HAD RELATED OUTSIDE ACTIVITIES DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD AS FOLLOWS:

**ACTIVITY 1**

NATURE (type of work, name of contractor):

OVERALL COMMITMENT IN TIME:

USE OF SFU RESOURCES:

TIMING (dates, times):

**ACTIVITY 2**

NATURE (type of work, name of contractor):

OVERALL COMMITMENT IN TIME:

USE OF SFU RESOURCES:

TIMING (dates, times):

**ACTIVITY 3**

NATURE (type of work, name of contractor):

OVERALL COMMITMENT IN TIME:

USE OF SFU RESOURCES:

TIMING (dates, times):

*Please photocopy this page if there are additional outside professional activities during this reporting period.*